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FROM HOME
by the Centre for Unconventional Entrepreneurship.
For those that think differently

A kind word about someone - be it a
review of their work, appreciation
for their passion and attitude or
comment about your experience with
them can make a world of difference
and create a stronger bond. It can
also generate more leads for you.
1. Go to Linkedin> next to the
person's profile click "More" and
then "Recommend". Your words will
be on their profile forever

LEAVE A KIND WORD

 
Websites - in an age of meandering

attention spans - are useless. Go tto
your website and decide if they really
are doing their job at soliciting a call

to action.
Use tools like Google Sites, Tumblr, etc
to design effective free landing pages

(e.g. an online course, etc)

DELETE YOUR WEBSITE
AND DESIGN A CALL OF
ACTION LANDING PAGE

 
Ask anyone who knows you to
describe what you do and you will
be shocked. If people are not clear
what you do, imagine how many
leads you are losing. Change what
you do to what you solve. Eg. I do
websites = I help small businesses
generate more sales online. 

REFRAME WHAT YOU SELL

Your LinkedIn banner, Facebook
cover, Twitter header are great

advertisement spaces that most
SMEs take for granted. Take the

statement from the box above
(reframe what you sell) and using a

free tool like www.canva.com create
a cool action call so your profiles

start generating leads

REBRAND YOURSELF
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ENTREPRENEURS ARE
NEITHER BORN NOR MADE. 
THEY ARE PANEL BEATEN
York Zucchi - Twitter @YZP

Engagement bridges are essentially
opportunities you create for others
to engage with you. Eg. 3 tips you
give to others in your area of
expertise, sharing useful resources,
etc

CREATE ENGAGEMENT
BRIDGES

 
LinkedIn (the biggest B2B platform

for finding people) shows your
comments/engagements to your

network more prominently when you
are proactive in your engagements.

So do comment in an intelligent way
(i.e adding value, giving perspective

etc). Just don't gossip or say negative
things. Your comments there to stay

INTERACT TO OTHER
PEOPLE'S POSTS!

One of the most underutlised pieces
of Lead generation real estate is
your email signature. If you have
your title, company name and
contact details you are losing out
big time. Your email signature is a
place to advertise what you solve,
specials etc. Use wisestamp or
similar tools.

CHANGE YOUR EMAIL
SIGNATURE

What you are working on.
What you are struggling with.

What you are looking for.
 

These 3 simple actions can tap into
people's willingness to engage and

help. Just keep it simple and
practical (e.g. not "Need funding"

but rather "looking for spare space
to work in" 

SHARE:
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A GREAT BUSINESS IS BUILT ON
THE BACK OF THOUSANDS OF TINY
ALMOST IMPERCEPTIBLE STEPS AND
NOT ON A THE HOPE OF A LUCKY
BREAK
 

York Zucchi - follow @YZP on Twitter for this an

other pieces of advice to help you in these tough

times

 
Stop chasing big corporates and
government work and focus on
SMEs. They are your bread and
butter. But are your services and
prices designed accordingly? Take
time to break up your services/
products so they become affordable
to SMEs.

THE FUTURE IS B2B2SME

 
There are a tons of phenomenal

Masterclass across all sectors.
Watch them. Learn from the best

about sales, negotiation, speaking,
performing, tapping into people's

emotions, etc Most are free incl Ted
talks, some you pay for. Schedule

everyday 1 hour to educate yourself.
If you are in a relationship use it as

quality time together!

WATCH MASTERCLASSES

What a wonderful opportunity to use
whatsapp to connect to old
contacts, friends, business
acquaintances. Touch base,  find out
what they are working on, build &
strengthen relationships. 
 
Tip: make the engagement about
them and not about you.

TOUCH BASE

 
You have so knowledge to share that
could make a world of difference to

others. Don't worry about
perfection. Take your phone and

start sharing your opinions, advice
and perspectives. Use Tiktok, 
Snapchat & Instagram. Ignore

facebook. Your future audience is on
the former 3.

VLOG, DAMMIT, VLOG
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